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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing one of our 4wd water bladders, we hope that our product serves you for many years in your exploration of the great outdoors.
We have designed your water bladder with key points in mind.
1.

Easy water storage solution when travelling.

2.

To provide a compactable unit that once emptied can be rolled up and stored in a fraction of the space required by other solutions.

3.

Durability, if you look after it and follow the points below the bladder will work time and time again.

Component List:


2x 13mm Hose clips (Black)



2x 25mm Hose clips (Black)



1x 13mm Outlet Hose Kit with Cap



1x 25mm Inlet/Breather Hose Kit with Cap



1x Teflon Tape



3x Repair Patches



1x Box Style (Wheel Arch) Bladder

Installation guide:
1.

Make sure there are no sharp or protruding objects that may come into contact with the bladder in the area of installation.

2.

If you are installing the bladder in the back of a UTE or tray consider lining the bottom of the installation area with outdoor or marine
carpet and / or low friction material (not rubber).

3.

Before using your water bladder, please wash out with fresh cold water, this will remove any trace of materials used in the production of
this bladder.

4.

Remember to wash out and air-dry the bladder after every trip as well as long periods of storage, this will extend the life of the bladder
and prevent any tainting from occurring.

5.

When storing please store out of direct sunlight and extremes in heat and cold.

6.

Remember not to use hot water when cleaning the bladder, or any solvents of any type, or abrasive materials.

7.

When filling ensure breather is open and outside the vehicle to prevent over pressurization and long term seam failure.

8.

As everybody’s palate is different, we recommend the use of in-line filters to remove any potential water impurities and odours.

9.

Note: Use of chlorinated drinking water may affect the taste of the water - we recommend non-chlorinated water for best results.

10.

Outlet can be used as an inlet in conjunction with a standard 13mm hose, using the 1” fitting as a breather if required. Caution: This method
requires monitoring to prevent flooding of vehicle.

Warranty Information:
*This Warranty is valid for defects or failures of Fitting, Material defects or other production defects.
*This Warranty does not cover damages to any other items damaged due to “Fleximake” product failure.
*This Warranty does not cover any other failures stipulated outside the terms of this Warranty.*
*Warranty is valid for 2 years from time of purchase from the Manufacturer not 2 nd party.

